DOUBLE DISCOUNT
GERMAN KITCHEN SALE
25% sale discount… with a further 25% off for the final five days!

DESIGNER
GERMAN
KITCHEN
Grey and Oak
This complete kitchen with
double discount is only £9,995

£156
• Up to 4 Years 0% APR with low deposit Interest FREE
• Double Discount 25% off in the sale… with a further 25% off
for the last five days of the sale!
• Double Discount on all new orders as well as all clearance item

per month (48 x £156)
over 48 months interest FREE
with a deposit of £2,499
This price includes all bespoke
German rigid units, worktops
and appliances.

THE DESIGNER GERMAN KITCHEN
OF YOUR DREAMS FROM ONLY £8,995

25% OFF

SALE DISCOUNT

PLUS

25% OFF

EXTRA DISCOUNT

Double Discount Kitchen Sale 25% + 25% OFF
That is right we have 25% off the entire Mackay Collection of German
Kitchens in the sale but for the next five days as the sale comes to an
end there is a further 25% OFF!

25% OFF

SALE DISCOUNT

PLUS

25% OFF

EXTRA DISCOUNT

There are also fantastic bargains on clearance kitchens plus new to
order kitchens available in under a week if you have a project that
needs finishing quickly. But don’t hang around these offers end
at 10pm Friday 7th of August.

With low deposit, affordable and interest FREE
After your home and your car, your kitchen is possibly one of the largest purchases you
will make in your lifetime. For that reason we passionately believe that it must be right.
Part of this process is ensuring that the kitchen fits not just your way of life but also your
budget. Richard F Mackay can tailor payments from two years interest FREE, through to
low rate packages of up to ten years. Let us help spread the cost, or of course we welcome
American Express and all debit and credit cards as well.
A typical example of two years interest free 0% APR representative would be:

25% OFF

SALE DISCOUNT

Fitted
Kitchen
£9,500

Deposit
£1,500

24 payments
of only
£333

Interest
charges
£0

PLUS

25% OFF

EXTRA DISCOUNT

Richard F Mackay Ltd 60 Stevenson Road, Edinburgh EH11 2SG | 0131 313 3300 | www.richardfmackay.co.uk

DOUBLE DISCOUNT
GERMAN KITCHEN SALE
25% sale discount… with a further 25% off for the final five days!

DESIGNER
GERMAN
KITCHEN
Concrete Grey
This complete kitchen with
double discount is only £8,995

£149
• Up to 4 Years 0% APR with low deposit Interest FREE
• Double Discount 25% off in the sale… with a further 25% off
for the last five days of the sale!
• Double Discount on all new orders as well as all clearance item

per month (48 x £149)
over 48 months interest FREE
with a deposit of £1,799
This price includes all bespoke
German rigid units, worktops
and appliances.

